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a word

from editor-in-chief

The government has at last
understood the importance of Civil
Aviation sector and has rolled
out a roadmap named as Vision
2040 to make India one of the best
performing aviation hubs by the
year 2040

The Indian government has finally realised that there
are many latent opportunities that lie in the growing aviation
sector in the country. However, the realisation of this vision is
only possible through a well-articulated and coordinated roadmap for the development of the Indian aviation sector that is
laid out by the government. Vision 2040 for the Indian aviation
sector will improve the technical knowledge threshold of the
nation and provide employment opportunities to both technical
and non-technical personnel. It will also spread economic prosperity in India’s hinterland and spur industrial growth leading
to a brighter future for the nation. A report by Isha Jaiswal on
the potential of the Indian civil aviation sector has been included
in this issue of the magazine.
While the global airline industry went through a period of
distress, the situation was somewhat different for the business
aviation segment of the global civil aviation industry. As per a
report by WingX Advance, a global data management and analysis company, the business aviation segment of the civil aviation industry flourished in 2021, with a very strong rebound.
Business jets flew more sectors worldwide in 2021 than in any
previous year on record. This issue of the magazine carries an
in depth report by Ayushee Chaudhary on the impressive performance of the business aviation segment when the other segments of the civil aviation industry were doddering on the brink
of uncertainty and even disaster.
When the world was grappling with the onslaught of the
COVID-19 pandemic that had a paralytic effect for the economy
across the world, it was the air cargo segment of the civil aviation industry that came to the fore to provide the badly needed
medical and other supplies across the world. Several commercial airlines also reconfigured their passenger airliners to be
used for airlifting of cargo by way of medical supplies and other
relief material. To cater for the explosive growth in demand for
air transport of cargo, Embraer took the initiative to convert

pre-owned E190s and E195s passenger jets to air freighters
and renamed these as the E190F and E195F.This issue of the
magazine carries a report by Ayushee Chaudhary on this unique
initiative by the original equipment manufacturer Embraer to
provide significant boost to air transportation capability that
was badly required particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic
that had gripped the world.
To commemorate the 75th year of independence of the
nation, the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has
plans to launch a constellation of as many as 75 nano satellites
each weighing under 10 kg. These satellites will be launched
on board its rockets in the period August 15, 2022 to the year
2023. This issue of SP’s Aviation carries a detailed report by Lt
General P.C. Katoch (Retd) on this unique venture by ISRO.
The biennial Wings India 2022 show is back and is being
held from March 24-27, 2022 at Hyderabad, India. As usual we
have our presence at the show so if you are around, do meet us
at Hall-B, Stall No. 32.
All this and more in this issue of SP’s Aviation. We welcome
you on board and wish you many happy landings!
Jai Hind!

Owned, published and printed by Jayant Baranwal, printed at Kala Jyothi Process Pvt Ltd and published at
A-133, Arjun Nagar (Opposite Defence Colony), New Delhi 110003, India. All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
photocopying, recording, electronic, or otherwise without prior written permission of the Publishers.
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Space

Mars

Currently, there are four rovers active on Mars and about eight orbiters that are constantly sending data and
images from the Red Planet

Mars is Active & Alive:
Indian Scientists
Indian scientists from PRL have found frequent seismic activities on Mars that indicate
important geological action on the Martian surface

Photographs: NASA

By Ayushee Chaudhary
After tasting the highs of going beyond earth’s
atmosphere and landing on the moon, our nearest celestial

object, humans are now expanding their footprints to more
celestial objects in our solar system especially the neighbouring
planets. Mars has emerged as the centre of humanity’s space
exploration missions during the recent decades. Ever since the
first attempt was made in 1960, by then Soviet Union for a flyby
mission, about 48 missions have been attempted to Mars by six
space agencies up until 2020. These include the NASA (National
Aeronautics and Space Administration), ESA (European Space
Agency), ISRO (Indian Space Research Organisation), JAXA
(Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency), former Soviet Union
space program, CNSA (China National Space Administration)
and UAESA (United Arab Emirates Space Agency).
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From these missions, currently, there are four rovers active
on Mars and about eight orbiters that are constantly sending
data and images from the Red Planet. The month of February
saw an extended focus around the Red Planet as last year the
latest of Mars’ missions reached the planet in February. Not
one but three of them made it to the planet from NASA, CNSA,
and UAESA. NASA’s latest rover Perseverance is a crucial mission that marks the beginning of the next step in inter-planetary
missions by bringing back samples from Mars, testing in-situ
technologies, looking for ancient signs of microbial life and
contributing to helping humans prepare for their visit to Mars.
Given the similarities Mars shares with Earth, it is believed to
be an important thread in understanding our planet’s past and
even the future of the planet and humanity itself.

www.sps-aviation.com
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Among the most recent chatter around the red planet was that
from Indian Scientists who stated
“Mars is alive”, detecting some
natural forces at work beyond
the man-made machines taking
rounds. In a recently published
research, scientists at the Physical Research Laboratory (PRL) in
Ahmedabad, India spotted thousands of tracks on the Martian surface created by tumbling boulders.
These boulder tracks can be used
to pinpoint recent seismic activity
on the planet. Seismic activities are
basically the types, size, and frequency of earthquakes in a certain
area over a period of time.
Dr S. Vijayan, Assistant Professor with the Planetary Science
Division at the Physical Research
Laboratory, who led the research
said, “Mars is currently active.” The
study was published in Geophysical Research Letters stated that it
takes about two to four Martian
years (four to eight Earth years) for
these boulder tracks to disappear,
NASA’s Perseverance Rover has now spent over one Earth year studying the surface at the
site and even collecting samples from the Martian surface to be returned to Earth
whereas on Earth they are rarely
preserved. These ejections and
tracks can be used to recognise very recent surface processes thereby supports a wide variety of metabolic reactions. “In this
context, we consider the potential of Fe/Mg smectites, one of the
on planetary surfaces.
Every time a boulder falls, the material on the surface of most widely reported hydrated minerals on Mars, for preservaMars, the regolith is propelled in a unique pattern with every tion of macro- and microscopic bio-signatures.”Thus the scienbounce of the boulder. These patterns appear V-shaped on the tists have been delving deeper to understand the environmental
red Planet, with the spread pointing downslope and the spacing conditions and also explore the possibility of bio signatures and
between each bounce is non-uniform. The report has come across their identification within the Mars 2020 landing site (Jezero
4,500 such herringbone-like patterns of tracks on the surface of Crater) by using the astrobiological payloads on board the PerMars that are formed by the bouncing of boulders, spotted in the severance rover. NASA’s Perseverance Rover has now spent over
nearly 900-kilometre length of the surface. 30 per cent of these one Earth year studying the surface at the site and even collectejections are observed in the Cerberus Fossae region, which sug- ing samples from the Martian surface to be returned to Earth.
gests it is one of the most seismically active regions on Mars. Led At the time of this report, the rover had spent over 366 SOLS on
by Vijayan, the researchers glanced over thousands of images Mars and has taken over 2,00,000 raw images. A Martian daycaptured from 2006 through 2020 by the High-Resolution Imag- or Sol- is 24 hours and 37 minutes long.
NASA and the ESA are working to plan ways to bring the first
ing Science Experiment (HiRISE) camera onboard Nasa’s Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter that helped them find unique tracks all samples of Mars rock and broken rock/dust back to Earth for
over indicating recent activity on the planet. The scientists believe detailed study. The Mars Perseverance rover is the first leg of this
international interplanetary relay team. One of its major job is
this to be a good indicator for geologically active regions.
When it comes to geological activity, seismic waves are key to to collect and cache samples on Mars. Two Mars Sample Return
understanding the deep layers of Martian composition. This new missions are planned to follow in Perseverance’s footsteps to the
research about the activity further adds to the intricacies of our vicinity of Jezero Crater. The first would land near or in Jezero,
understanding about the Mars as we discover more and more collect and then launch the sample cache off the Red Planet. The
second would capture it in Mars orbit, and then bring it back to
about it while approaching plans to settle on it in the future.
Another recent research by PRL scientists noted that since Earth safely and securely in the early to mid-2030s. Scientists
harsh conditions would have precluded any possible aerobic believe that these first collected and returned samples could
evolution of life at the martian surface, it is plausible that mar- answer a key question: did life ever exist on Mars? Only by bringtian life, should it exist, would have evolved in such a way as ing the samples back can we truly answer the question by using
to derive energy from more optimum resources. The research the most sophisticated, state-of-the-art labs, at a time when future
abstract further added that iron is one of the most abundant ele- generations can study them using techniques yet to be invented.
From a fictional reality to a factual preparation, the journey
ments present in the martian crust and occurs at about twice the
amount present on Earth. Clay minerals contribute to about half with Mars has advanced over the past decades and in the year
the iron found in soils and sediments. On Earth, clay acts as an to come there is more that it is going to witness, as huge leap in
electron donor as well as an acceptor in the carbon cycles and humans’ space exploration missions. SP
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75 Satellites Marking
75 Years of Independence
Indian Technology Congress Association (ITCA) is playing the lead role in this mission for
ensuring design, development, fabrication, testing and launching of the 75 nano-satellites, and
is being supported by ISRO in the mission

Photographs: ISRO

By Lt General P.C. Katoch (Retd)
India will be witnessing a bonanza of satellites as months. Once the validation is completed successfully, the stupart of the celebrations for the 75th year of Independence. dents will be trained to build the nano-satellites and undertake
News reports of March 10 indicate that 75 satellites are being related tasks, with the support of an Indian space start-up.
The start-up is expected to provide satellite-building kits to
built by Indian academia under the technical guidance of Dr
Mayilsamy Annadurai, a former Director of the lead centre the students in order to cut down costs and fabrication time
for the design and development of satellites of Indian Space for the 75 satellites. ISRO’s PSLV rocket will place these satellites in orbit. Each of these satellites is
Research Organisation (ISRO). These
designed to remain in earth orbit for up
75 satellites are to be launched by ISRO
to a year and provide data to the ground
rockets between August 15, 2022, and
stations. This will give the students the
2023 to commemorate the 75th year of
ability to operate the ground station to
Indian independence.
These 75 satellites
track the satellite, gather and analyse the
In 2021, a handful of Indian acaare to be launched
data obtained, in addition to experience
demia had built three satellites called
by ISRO rockets
of building satellites.
‘UNITYSat’, which was launched as a coDr Annadurai told media that while
passenger in ISRO’s PSLV C51, Amazonia
between August 15,
each of these satellites weighing less than
mission. According to Dr Annadurai, some
2022, and 2023 to
10 kg is to have an individual objective like
of the major lessons that students learned
capturing images, collecting data, monitorfrom building UNITYSat are being implecommemorate the
ing radiation and other parameters, the
mented in the ongoing project of build75th year of Indian
constellation of 75 nano-satellites will also
ing 75 satellites. The 75 satellites project
independence
be used to test concepts like the Internet
has been initiated by the Indian Technolof Things (IoT), low-earth communicaogy Congress Association (ITCA), which
tion, inter-satellite comaims to bring together
munication and the like.
universities,
engineerThe three satellites UNITYSat is intended for providing Radio
This will keep the mission
ing colleges and schools
relay services
going, even if a few satelthat will design, build,
lites fail. This concept also
integrate and test their
has the potential to be
student-built satellites.
improvised, even beyond
Though
respective
this mission.
academic
institutions
ITCA is playing the
are bearing the cost of
lead role in this misthis initiative, some state
sion for ensuring design,
governments, like Kardevelopment, fabrication,
nataka, are also giving
testing and launching of
financial support to help
the 75 nano-satellites,
students from their govand is being supported
ernment-run schools. To
by ISRO in the mission.
test the new systems that
In the next year, ITCA and
are being incorporated in
ISRO will mentor the stuthe upcoming satellites,
dents, provide them techan engineering model is
nical support, review the
to be flown in the coming
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progress of the mission and suggest corrections
as necessary. The project monitoring committee
comprising of experts from within and outside
ISRO is to meet every few weeks to track the progress of the mission and ensure its facilitation.
In February 2022, Union Minister of State
(independent charge) of Science and Technology, Jitendra Singh told Rajya Sabha that ISRO
has launched 129 indigenous satellites 342 foreign satellites belonging to 36 countries since
1975, and that of the total foreign satellites, 39
are commercial satellites with the rest nano-satellites. He also said that India has a total of 53
operational satellites in space, providing various
identified services to the nation; 21 of which are
communication satellites, eight are navigation
satellites, 21 are Earth observation satellites
and three are science satellites.
Singh also told Rajya Sabha, “The satelliteenabled data and services are being used for the
benefit of various sectors of the country. These
include television broadcasting, direct-to-home,
ATM, mobile communication, tele-education, telemedicine and advisories on weather, pest infestation, Agro-meteorology and potential fishing
zones. Satellite data is also used for crop production estimation, crop intensification, and agricultural drought assessment, wasteland inventory,
identifying ground water prospect zones, inland
aquaculture suitability and disaster risk reduction.” Listing a host of applications, he also said,
“Many of the applications have been effectively
adopted by stakeholder departments for operational use”, and that ISRO has plans to launch
more satellites to further enhance operational
applications and cater to the needs of emerging
applications and user ministerial requirements in
the country.
ISRO said on March 9, 2022, that the Chandra’s Atmospheric Composition Explorer-2
(CHACE-2), a quadrupole mass spectrometer
onboard Chandrayaan-2 mission, has made the
first-of-its-kind observations of the global distribution of Argon-40 in the tenuous lunar exoPolar Satellite Launch Vehicle PSLV-C51 is the first dedicated commercial
sphere. These observations provide insight on
mission of NewSpace India Limited (NSIL), ISRO’s commercial arm
the dynamics of the lunar exospheric species, as
well as on the radiogenic activities in the first
of surface-exosphere interaction, and Argon-40 (Ar-40) is such
few tens of metres below the lunar surface.
Earth’s Moon features a surface-boundary-exosphere. For an important tracer atom to study the dynamics of the lunar
Moon, different constituents in the exosphere are fed from the exospheric species. Ar-40 originates from the radioactive dissurface by a variety of processes, such as thermal desorption, integration of Potassium-40 (K-40) present below the lunar
solar wind sputtering, photo-stimulated desorption, and micro- surface. Once formed, it diffuses through the inter-granular
meteorite impact vaporisation. The exospheric atoms may be space and makes way up to the lunar exosphere through seeplost to space by the thermal escape. Also, the atoms get ionised ages and faults.
ISRO has said that the CHACE-2 observations provide the
by photo-ionisation and charge exchange with the solar wind
ions. Subsequently, they can be swept away by the convec- diurnal and spatial variation of Ar-40 covering the equatorial
tive electric field of the solar wind. Exosphere is the outermost and mid latitude regions of the Moon and that the observations
region of the upper atmosphere of a celestial body where the by CHACE-2 onboard Chandrayaan-2 orbiter on Ar-40 up to
constituent atoms and molecules rarely collide with each other the mid-latitude regions (−60º to 60º) play a significant role to
bridge the gap in the knowledge; since CHACE-2 observations
and can escape into space.
The lunar exosphere exists as a result of a dynamic equi- reveal an increase in the number density of Ar-40 near the sunlibrium between several source and sink processes. Noble rise terminator, a decrease through the dayside, a secondary
gases serve as important tracers to understand the processes peak near sunset terminator and a night-side minima. SP
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With so many aircraft flying in India, there is a robust opportunity for the creation of MRO infrastructure
to repair both domestic and foreign-registered aircraft

Vision 2040:
Roadmap for India
Vision 2040 for the Indian aviation sector will improve the technical knowledge threshold of
the nation and provide jobs to both technical and non-technical personnel

Photograph: gmr aero technic

By Isha Jaiswal
The Indian economy is the fastest growing economy
in the world. This growth covers all sectors of trade and commerce including the aviation sector. The Indian government has
realised the latent opportunities that lie in the growing aviation
sector and has aspired to make India one of the best-performing
aviation hubs by the year 2040. Accordingly, they have rolled
out a roadmap titled Vision 2040 for the civil aviation sector.
The factors which have contributed to the emergence of this
Vision include the rising disposable incomes and aspirations of
Indians to travel by air. These travelers understand the value of
time viz a viz money saved, to achieve more within the given
time frame. Therefore, they prefer to travel by air than by road.
Moreover, abundant technical manpower is available in India to
carry out Maintenance Repair and Overhaul (MRO) of aircraft,
big data analysis to make profitable flight itineraries, undertake
aircraft designing and also develop financing models.

8
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A statistical analysis of the existing aviation data has predicted that by the year 2040, the Indian aviation sector is likely
to fly 110 crore passengers. This is a fourfold increase in passenger haulage compared to the pre-COVID-2019 figures. It is
a well-known fact that there are close to 1,000 aircraft orders
that are pending deliveries in India which have been staggered
due to the pandemic. Consequently, the commercial fleet is
likely to touch a figure of 2,359 aircraft by the year 2040. It will
entail replacing older aircraft and the acquisition of new ones
to enhance the capacity of airlines.
These aircraft may require about 200 airports to serve
them. It will entail the construction of new airports, enhancing
the capacity of the existing ones to serve this huge volume of
passengers and aircraft traffic. In all probability, this prediction translates to an additional requirement of acquiring about
1,50,000 acres of land with a capital outlay of `3,375 crore.

www.sps-aviation.com
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Airports at Guwahati and Kashmir will be made into fullfledged international airports to decongest traffic
at major airport hubs

The above three categories of people presently avoid travel
on account of the distance-related discomfort caused by the
uncomfortable journey from the IGI Airport at New Delhi, to
their residences in Punjab. In any case, the modern concept
of airport siting is to locate them within the area from where
the maximum number of passengers hail from. Similarly, an air
cargo hub is to be near or within an industrial township where
the air cargo is manufactured.
It can be seen l that New Delhi airport is only serving the
residents of Delhi NCR. It is a cumbersome and expensive journey for travelers from Punjab, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand
and J&K to reach Delhi. Hence globally, a new concept is coming
up wherein cargo movement airport hubs having no-frills are
established at those places where the means of final production
of air cargo are located. This moves out the air cargo in the
least possible time and cost. Once revenues start streaming in
FINANCIAL ASPECTS
The capital budget requirement of `3,375 crore to realise from the revamped airports, they will be used to fund development of other airports. This will reduce
this vision has to be raised within the
the requirement of capital outlays well
next 18 years. An operations researchbefore the expiry of the projected gestabased plan has to be made to identify
tion period of 18 years - the development
the construction of infrastructure on
All these
time needed for the implementation of
priority which will start yielding revthe Vision 2040 mission.
enues at the earliest. For example, the
advancements in
Similarly, airports at Guwahati and
expansion of the existing Amritsar airthe aviation sector
Kashmir can also be made into fullport to make it a full-fledged internafledged international airports. In the
tional flight destination including the
will generate their
case of the latter, rail connectivity from
operation of Haj-related flights can be
own revenues to
Udhampur to Kashmir is likely in the
done on priority. This will fetch newer
fund further capital
near future. This will reduce travel time
revenues as the comfort of landing at
and cost for passengers from the Jammu
Amritsar for the diasporas and reachinvestments at the
and Doda regions to reach the Kashmir
ing home, within a few hours is going
minimal possible
international airport.
to be the biggest magnet that will
The aforesaid airport citing philosoattract the elderly, the young and sick
opportunity cost
phy will decongest traffic from choked
passengers.

Photograph: AAI_Official / Twitter

The realisation of this vision is only possible if a well-articulated and coordinated roadmap for the development of the
Indian aviation sector is laid out. This roadmap will then be
amplified as a comprehensive blueprint which should be diligently implemented through a proper team of project managers,
supported by project auditors who will gauge the benchmarked
progress. In a nutshell, it can be said that this will constitute the
new Nabh Nirman Scheme. This scheme will introduce paperless travel, also known as DG Yatra, Air Sewa for online passenger grievance redressal system being put in place, the rationalisation of Air Turbine Fuel (ATF) and MRO taxes, construction of
new airports and the acquisition of the latest aircraft. Certain
factors that need deliberation for the successful implementation
of this vision are articulated below.
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The commercial fleet is likely to touch a figure of 2,359 aircraft by the year 2040 that will entail the construction of new airports and
enhancing the capacity of the existing ones

Photograph: BIAL

airports like Delhi. The above-mentioned airports proposed for
upgradation, lie in the proximity of the homes of the diasporas.
Their patronage will fetch quick revenues through airports that
can be used to augment the capital outlay.
Another way to avoid cash outflow for the capital acquisition of land is by pooling farmlands and offering the owners automatic revenue-generating assets like shares in the
hotels, retail shops at the airport, providing airside material
handling equipment in lieu of land, jobs to their kith and kin
within aerocities created so that they are willing to forego
their land in exchange for remuneration and employment for
their future generations.
All these advancements in the aviation sector will generate
their own revenues to fund further capital investments at the
minimal possible opportunity cost. However, this amount will
not be sufficient to achieve the mission of Vision 2040. There
will be a shortfall which will be made up by a capital grant
from the government to the tune of about $2 billion through a
special purpose vehicle called as the NabhNirman fund.
TECHNICAL ASPECTS
The Indian government needs to hand-hold the private sector in association with Hindustan Aeronautics Limited to capture a major share in the manufacture or assembly of aircraft
within India. In addition, with so many aircraft flying in India,
there is a robust opportunity for the creation of MRO infrastructure to repair both domestic and foreign-registered aircraft. The issue of taxation for MRO and ATF will also have to
be rationalised and maybe make it lower than what Dubai and
Singapore charge. The initial loss of revenue to the government
due to lower taxation will be very easily made up through the
increased number of domestic and foreign aircraft coming for
refueling and repair into India.
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VISION IMPLEMENTATION - THE WAY FORWARD
Now that Vision 2040 has been articulated, there is a requirement
of making a special task force that will actually make the building
blocks of the plan. This task force will require an inter-ministerial
team to articulate the requirements expected on the ground. It
should be headed by a secretary-level officer and have on board
all stakeholders to include representatives from the state governments, central ministries, local municipalities, aviation sector
representatives from the airlines, MRO and logistics companies.
It will also have representatives from organisations that impart
soft skills and technical training to aviation personnel. Aviation
industry statisticians and operations research representatives
have sufficient domain expertise and financial management skills
including aircraft leasing and finance too need to be on board.
Once this team prepares the roadmap, it should be shared
with the public and professionals to attract constructive criticism
and analysis to improve upon it. This comprehensive roadmap is
then converted into a project blueprint with implementation timelines. International participation may also be needed to make up
for knowledge deficiency. The award of contracts has to be done
timely and a robust arbitration process has to be introduced to
minimise litigation-related disputes which delay projects.
All the stakeholders including the judiciary, arbitrators,
financial experts, banking institutions, railways and NGOs will
have to be co-opted in advance who should be able to facilitate
the successful execution of this project in a time-bound manner.
A monthly review of the progress at the highest level would
be required to check for possible delays and set them right.
Vision 2040 for the Indian aviation sector will improve the
technical knowledge threshold of the nation and provide jobs to
both technical and non-technical personnel. It will also spread
economic prosperity in India’s hinterland and spur industrial
growth leading to greater happiness. SP
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The clear advantage
Reducing CO2 emissions by 20%* compared to the previous generation,
the LEAP engine family is realizing today our clear ambition for a more
sustainable aviation industry tomorrow. Extraordinary together.
cfmaeroengines.com/leap
CFM International is a 50/50 joint company between GE and Safran Aircraft Engines

*Based on customer feedback
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Launch of Akasa Air was one of the biggest highlight of year 2021 that is expected to have a major impact on
India’s civil aviation sector in the near future

Looking back at India’s
Civil Aviation industry
Amid relief, expectations, corona variant fluctuation, new schemes, changes in the leadership,
shifts in the airlines’ ecosystem, 2021 has been an active year for the Indian aviation industry

Photograph: Akasa Air

By Ayushee Chaudhary
Jolting through the pandemic hits, the aviation
industry has been pacing up with unparalleled occurrences for
about two years now. The new variants of the novel coronavirus
that keep surfacing have not let relief to stay long either. However, successful vaccination drives did allow travel to restart
within nations as well as internationally for some. Under its
own vaccination drive, festivities, as well as encouragement for
local travel, the Indian aviation industry also had the opportunity to begin its journey towards recovery in 2021. With a
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market size of $16 billion in July 2021, India is the tenth-largest
civilian aviation market, stated the Indian Brand Equity Foundation (IBEF) in a report. A Morgan Stanley research report
for the same month anticipated that the Indian aviation industry could recover to 80 per cent of the pre-COVID levels (as of
2020). According to the data released by the Department for
Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT), FDI inflow in
India’s air transport sector (including air freight) reached $3.06
billion between April 2000 and June 2021.
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(Clockwise from top left) Air India went back to the TATA Group, its original owner; Jet Airways announced concrete plans to comeback
to the skies during 2022; A comprehensive Drone policy was announced during 2021; Krishi Udan 2.0 scheme was announced in October 2021
focusing on transporting perishable food products from the hilly areas, North-Eastern States and tribal areas.

2021 did allow the Indian aviation industry to experience a
moment of calm with domestic flight operations reaching their
pre-pandemic levels. This happened at a time when international travel largely stayed downsized amid COVID restrictions
and some bubble arrangements. This does present with the
hope that once international travel also gets back to its full
form, the industry can expect an upwards performance.
Domestic passenger and international passenger traffic
declined at a CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) of -9.02
per cent and -28.64 per cent, respectively, from FY16 to FY21,
owing to COVID-19-related restrictions on flights in FY21,
mentioned IBEF. The Foundation further added that in FY21,
airports in India pegged the domestic passenger traffic to be
~105.2 million, a 61.7 per cent YoY decline, and international
passenger traffic to be ~10.1 million, an 84.8 per cent YoY
decline, over the fiscal year ended March 31, 2020. In September 2021, the average daily domestic passenger flight departures stood at 2,100. While the aircraft movement declined at a
CAGR of -7.79 per cent from 1.60 million in FY16 to 1.20 million in FY21. From FY16 to FY21, domestic aircraft movement
decreased at a CAGR of -6.44 per cent and international aircraft movement declined at a CAGR of -18.52 per cent. India’s
domestic and international aircraft movements reached 1,062
thousand and 135 thousand, respectively, in FY21.
Amid relief, expectations, corona variant fluctuation, new
schemes, changes in the leadership, shifts in the airlines’ eco-
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system, 2021 has been an active year for the Indian aviation
industry. This is a time of string headwinds but also excitement,
and anticipation as to how the industry will be recreated in this
post-disease era.
Here’s a look back at some of what fared in 2021 (with
inputs from IBEF and MoCA):
• After several years of effort, in early October 2021, the Government of India finally managed to sell the cash-strapped
national carrier Air India to the Tata Group. With Air India
returning to the Tata Group, the Tatas have a strong chance
to become the second largest player in the Indian domestic
aviation market.
  According to the Jalan Kalrock consortium, the successful
resolution applicant of Jet Airways, the airline is positioned
to recommence domestic operations in the first/second
quarter of the calendar year 2022, after being grounded for
more than two-and-ahalf years. Now Jet Airways is again on
the hiring process and is currently accepting applications.
  Amidst these dynamic developments, the entry of Akasa
Airlines is attracting a significant amount of attention. The
new airline that recently received the No Objection Certificate (NOC) from the Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA), plans
to start operating by the summer of this year as a Low Cost
Carrier (LCC) or an Ultra LCC (ULCC). Akasa Air has ordered
72 fuel-efficient Boeing 737 MAX airplanes to build its fleet
and launch service in the Indian market.
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	  With the Tatas as the new owners of Air India, Jet Airways
preparing to re-enter the market this year, Akasa Airlines’
journey to begin shortly, global air transportation getting
back on track slowly after the pandemic and regional aviation gaining momentum, the skies over the aviation landscape in India promises fireworks and will be the one to
watch out for.
• In August 2021, the government convened three groups
to revitalise the aviation industry. This committee aims to
advise the government on how to increase local and international connectivity and address concerns such as aircraft
leasing & financing, aircraft & component production and
other regulatory requirements.
• The Airport Authority of India (AAI) announced a few
developments in Indian Airports including construction of
a new airport on a greenfield site in Hollongi (Arunachal
Pradesh) by November 2022, new integrated passenger
terminal building expansion of Tiruchirappalli & Pune
Airport (March 2022), Guwahati International Airport
(June 2022), Maharaja Bir Bikram Airport (Early 2021)
and major expansion of Surat Airport (December 2021).
An international airport at Jewar was also inaugurated.
AAI plans to invest `25,000 crore ($3.58 billion) in next
the five years to augment facilities and infrastructure at
airports.
• In October 2021, the Union Minister of Civil Aviation, Jyotiraditya M. Scindia, virtually flagged off six routes expanding
the aerial connectivity of Northeast India.
• The Government of India launched regional connectivity
scheme, UDAN (Ude Desh ka Aam Nagrik) with the aim to
make flying affordable for common man. In February 2021,
the government identified 24 routes in Assam under the
first phase of UDAN 4.0. In March 2021, on the launch of the
‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav (India@75)’ by the Government
of India, the Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA) proposed 392
routes under the UDAN 4.1 bidding process.
• In March 2021, the government announced plan to set up
two water aerodromes in Assam and four water aerodromes
in Andaman & Nicobar Islands this year to boost tourism
and connectivity. In March 2021, the government submitted a proposal to develop a water aerodrome project at the
Ujjani Dam, under the Ministry of Civil Aviation’s UDAN-RCS
(regional connectivity scheme).
• On September 25, 2021, AAI announced a liberalised
FTO policy to support growth of aviation industry in the
country. Under the extant policy, airport royalty was abolished, and annual fee was rationalised significantly for
new FTOs.
• 787 Commercial Pilot Licenses (CPL) were issued during
January-November 2021, an all-time high.
• AirSewa 3.0 went live on October 2, 2021 with enhanced
feature of grievance redressal with new features including grievance escalation by users or on Service Level
Agreement (SLA) expiry, grievance transfer among stakeholders, enhanced roles and permissions for nodal officers, enhanced flight information and tracking of flights,
public forum for discussions, mobile app for nodal officers. Pending grievances on AirSewa portal reduced from
1,354 on July 20, 2021 to 59 on December 15, 2021 (96
per cent reduction).
Earlier, the International Air Transport Association (IATA)
had shared that India is expected to overtake China and the
United States as the world’s third-largest air passenger market
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MoCA 2021 recap/overview
Regional connectivity scheme – Ude Desh ka Aam
Nagrik (RCS-UDAN)
 Regional connectivity scheme RCS-UDAN entered the fifth year
 Under UDAN 4.1, 168 routes were awarded during the year
 100 routes commenced
 12 airports were operationalised including three heliports.
Krishi UDAN 2.0
 Launched on October 27, 2021 with the aim to ensure seamless,
cost-effective, time-bound air transportation
 Logistics arranged for all Agri-produce originating especially from
Northeast, hilly and tribal regions of the country
 Full waiver of Landing, Parking, TNLC, and RNFC charges for Indian
freighters and P2C implemented at 25 airports from NER, Hilly and
Tribal region and 28 airports from remaining parts of the country
 50 per cent of Air Freight Charges and 50 per cent of TSP charges of
Cargo Terminal operators proposed for subsidiary.
 Seven focus routes identified to support region specific products
like Lichi from Darbhanga, Pineapple from Agartala, etc.
Drone Rules
 Drone Rules 2021 notified on August 25, 2021
 The policy aims to make India a global hub for the research and

development, testing, manufacturing, and operation of drones
 Government approved the Production Linked Incentive (PLI) scheme

on September 30, 2021 for drones and drone components in India
 Digital Sky Platform (DSP) launched to regulate the entire gamut of

activities pertaining to drone operations as well as to function as a
single window online platform
 Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) Traffic Management (UTM)
Policy framework, 2021 released on October 24, 2021 to enable
complex operations of drones and increase the overall safety in
the UTM airspace
e-Governance in Directorate General of Civil Aviation (eGCA)
 Launched on November 11, 2021 with the aim to bring about ease of

doing business, transparency and automation of the processes and
functions of DGCA.
 Services provided to various DGCA stakeholders such as pilots,
aircraft maintenance engineers, air traffic controllers, air operators,
airport operators, flying training organisations, maintenance and
design organisations etc are now available on the eGCA.
 Around 300 services of the eGCA have been implemented.
 Mobile app also launched for pilots and aircraft maintenance engineers to view their profiles and update their log books on the go.
Airport Monetisation & Development
 Six airports including Lucknow, Ahmedabad, Mangaluru, Jaipur,
Guwahati and Thiruvananthapuram handed over for management
under the PPP model.
 Under National Monetisation Pipeline, 25 additional airports have
been identified for monetisation in next three years.
 Three airports including Kushinagar, Kurnool and Sindhudurg have
been operationalised this year under RCS-UDAN scheme.
 Dehradun terminal launched and foundation stone laid for Jewar
international airport. SP

in the next ten years, by 2030. To ensure that happens, the
industry stakeholders will be required to actively participate
and collaborate with policy makers for efficient implementation of ideas directed to boost India’s civil aviation industry. SP
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Air Cargo provided a vital source of revenue for many airlines as passenger demand remained in the doldrums
due to COVID-19 travel restrictions

Stellar Year
for Air Cargo in 2021
The data released by IATA for global air freight markets showed that full-year demand for air
cargo increased by 6.9 per cent in 2021

Photograph: Lufthansa Cargo

By Ayushee Chaudhary
When the pandemic brought the aviation industry to
a halt, cargo aviation came to the forefront to handle the situation of constant transporting of medical aids and stranded passengers across countries. Many commercial airlines also transitioned their carriers to be used for cargo purposes. Though
the demand for cargo had its moments of fluctuations through
the time, International Air Transport Association (IATA) noted
that 2021 turned out to be an outstanding year for Air Cargo
with a strong performance in December that witnessed the
year-on-year going up 18.7 per cent. The data released by IATA
for global air freight markets showed that full-year demand for
air cargo increased by 6.9 per cent in 2021, compared to 2019
(pre-covid levels) and 18.7 per cent compared to 2020 following
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a strong performance in December 2021. “This was the second biggest improvement in year-on-year demand since IATA
started to monitor cargo performance in 1990 (behind 2010’s
20.6 per cent gain), outpacing the 9.8 per cent rise in global
goods trade by 8.9 percentage points,” the association noted.
According to IATA’s Air Cargo Market Analysis, throughout the
year, air cargo has been driven by a balance between robust
demand for goods – including PPE at the end of the year – and
supply chain issues partly linked to a lack of capacity.
Global demand in 2021, measured in cargo tonne-kilometers (CTKs), was up 6.9 per cent compared to 2019 (7.4 per
cent for international operations) while the capacity was noted
to be 10.9 per cent below 2019 (-12.8 per cent for international
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Year 2021 turned out to be an outstanding year for Air Cargo with a year-on-year growth of 18.7 per cent

IATA’s Director General, Willie Walsh pointed out how air
operations) as the capacity remained constrained with bottlenecks at key hubs. December witnessed improvements as global cargo provided a vital source of revenue for many airlines as
demand went 8.9 per cent above 2019 levels (9.4 per cent for passenger demand remained in the doldrums due to COVID-19
international operations), a significant improvement from the travel restrictions. He is also optimistic about overall, economic
3.9 per cent increase in November and the best performance conditions pointing towards a strong 2022.
Strong demand allowed world goods trade to increase by
since April 2021 (11.4 per cent).
The IATA also highlighted the following economic condi- around 9.8 per cent year-on-year in 2021. Air cargo growth was
twice as strong than the rebound in trade, exceeding this by 8.9
tions that continue to support air cargo growth:
• Global goods trade rose 7.7 per cent in November 2021, per cent percentage points (ppts), a typical pattern during ecocompared to pre-crisis levels. Global industrial production nomic upturns. During such periods, businesses are often faced
with surging demand, and turn to air freight to meet it rapidly,
was up 4.0 per cent over the same period.
• The inventory-to-sales ratio remains low. This is positive for leading to an inventory restocking cycle, the analysis noted.
“Some relief on supply chain constraints occurred natuair cargo as manufacturers turn to air cargo to rapidly meet
rally in December as volumes decreased after peak shipping
demand.
• The cost-competitiveness of air cargo relative to that of sea- activity ended in advance of the Christmas holiday. This freed
capacity to accommodate front-loading of some Lunar New
container shipping remains favorable.
Year shipments to avoid potential disrup• The surge in COVID-19 cases in
tions to flight schedules during the Winmany advanced economies created
ter Olympic games. And overall Decemstrong demand for PPE shipments,
ber cargo performance was assisted by
which are usually carried by air.
additional belly-hold capacity as airlines
• Labour shortages, partly due to
This was the
accommodated an expected year-end
employees being in quarantine, insufsecond biggest
boost to travel. As shortages of labour
ficient storage space at some airports
improvement
and storage capacity remain, governand processing backlogs continue to
ments must keep a sharp focus on supply
put pressure on supply chains.
in year-on-year
chain constraints to protect the economic
• The December global Supplier Delivdemand since IATA
recovery,” Walsh added.
ery Time Purchasing Managers
Index (PMI) was at 38. While values
started to monitor
below 50 are normally favorable for
2021 Regional Performance
cargo performance
air cargo, in current conditions it
Regionally also, air cargo saw strong variin 1990
points to delivery times lengthening
ations in 2021 compared to 2019, IATA
because of supply bottlenecks.
noted.
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North American carriers emerged as the strongest performers, reporting an annual increase in international demand of 20.2 per cent.

North American carriers emerged as the strongest performers, reporting an annual increase in international demand of
20.2 per cent. Middle Eastern, African, Asia-Pacific and European carriers also saw rise international demand in 2021 compared to 2019, the associated reported.
Asia-Pacific airlines saw a rise of 3.6 per cent in international demand in 2021 compared to 2019 and a fall in international capacity of 17.1 per cent. In December, airlines in the
region posted an 8.8 per cent increase in international demand
compared to 2019.
North American carriers reported a 20.2 per cent increase
in international demand in 2021 compared to 2019 and a
growth in international capacity of 0.2 per cent. In December,
the carriers in the region posted an increase of 20.5 per cent in
international demand. The region was the only one to record a
growth in capacity in 2021 compared to 2019 with international
capacity growing 6.2 per cent compared to December 2019.
While European carriers reported a 3.6 per cent increase
in international demand in 2021 compared to 2019 and a fall
in capacity of 17.4 per cent. In December airlines posted an
increase in international demand of six per cent compared to
2019. IATA also pointed out that the European carriers have
been significantly affected by supply chain and airport congestion and localised capacity constraints.
Middle Eastern carriers posted an increase in international
demand of 10.6 per cent in 2021 compared to 2019 and a fall
in international capacity of 10.1 per cent. In December airlines
in the region recorded a 5.7 per cent increase in international
demand compared to December 2019. International capacity
decreased by 9.2 per cent in December compared to the same
month in 2019.
African airlines also saw international demand grow 11.3
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REGIONAL PERFORMANCE
Air Cargo Year to Date
Developments
(January-December 2021)

CTK

ACTK

Total Market

6.9%

-10.9%

9.3%

56.1%

Africa

10.2%

-16.1%

11.4%

47.6%

Asia-Pacific

0.2%

-18.0%

11.7%

64.0%

3.7%

Europe

CLF
CLF
(%-PT)2 (Level)3

-16.5%

12.5%

64.4%

Latin America

-15.4% -32.6%

9.0%

44.1%

Middle East

10.5%

-10.1%

10.7%

57.4%

North America

19.8%

4.0%

6.0%

45.5%

Source: IATA

per cent in 2021 compared to 2019 but there was a fall in
international capacity of 14.6 per cent. Growth in the region
was dynamic for most of the year, driven by the strength of the
Africa-Asia route. In December, international demand grew by
7.6 per centwith international capacity falling 19.4 per cent as
compared to the same month in 2019.
Latin American carriers on the other hand, reported a
decline in international demand of 15.2 per cent in 2021 compared to 2019 and a fall in capacity of 30.2 per cent. Even then,
there was a significant improvement in December.
All in all, even amid fluctuations, air freight activity has been
among the most stable one in the aviation industry through this
highly volatile and uncertain time. SP
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Embraer Introduces
E190F and E195F
Freighter Aircraft
We’ve just launched a new freighter programme that will right-size the cargo industry with
E-Jets: Embraer
By Ayushee Chaudhary
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Air freight is vital to the global economy.
The new E190F and E195F freighter aircraft
have the speed, flexibility and capacity
to ensure operators keep on delivering
round the clock.

fast. “Supply chains are shortening and becoming more spread
out. E-commerce sales and online shopping are growing and
becoming bigger than ever. More and more people are working from home, choosing to live in areas away from large and
crowded urban centres,” it added. In line with that the manufacturer has recently introduced the new E190F and E195F
freighter aircraft which “have the speed, flexibility and capacity
to ensure operators keep on delivering round the clock”.
In response to the explosive growth in e-commerce and
increased demand for cargo capacity, especially to smaller
markets, we’ve developed a programme to convert pre-owned
E190s and E195s from passenger jets to freighters, announced
the manufacturer. Embraer further added, “We’ve just launched
a new freighter programme that will right-size the cargo industry with E-Jets.”
Embraer specified that rather than simple quick-change
procedures in which seats are removed from passenger cabins, its E-Jet freighters have structural modifications. The
overhead bins have been removed, new smoke detection and
fire suppression systems have been included, the main deck
floor has been reinforced with a cargo handling system, and
there is a new forward cargo door. The first deliveries are
planned for 2024.
The E-Jet freighters come with the ability to offer optimised
loading configurations. Cargo carriers can therefore maximise
efficiency by better matching capacity to demand. The E-Jet
freighters also promise to offer greater frequency and better
operating economics in smaller markets than larger aircraft.
Combining under-floor bulk cargo and main deck, the maximum gross structural payload for the E-jets is 13,150 kg for the
E190F and 14,300 kg for the E195F. Considering typical e-commerce cargo density and main deck configured with ULDs, the
net weights and volumes are also impressive:
Load
Configuration

Volume
(ft3/m3)

Payload
(lb/kg)

E190F

7 ULDs main deck
+ under floor

3,632/102.8

23,608/10,709

E195F

8 ULDs main deck
+ under floor

4,171/118.1

27,112/12,298

Source: Embraer Commercial Aviation

Air Cargo has been playing a significant role in the
global supply chain. When the world came to a halt during the
The range and payload capacity of the E195F is similar to
pandemic and movement was restricted, air freighters helped the B737-300SF (nearly 2,500 nm) yet the E195F burns less
in ensuring the transportation of the essentials across the globe. fuel, generates fewer emissions, and has lower maintenance
The International Air Transport Associaand cash operating costs.
tion (IATA) stated that air cargo transEmbraer boasts its E-Jet freighter
ports over $6 trillion worth of goods,
conversion programme as another
accounting for approximately 35 per
example of an innovative solution to
The new E190F and
cent of world trade by value. Air Cargo is
an emerging market opportunity. These
extensively used across industries, secE-Jets, in fact, claim to bring the concept
E195F freighter
tors and geographic regions. Ever since
of right-sizing to the cargo industry by
aircraft which
the world was exposed to online shoptapping the gap between turboprop and
“have the speed,
ping, the cargo activities started witnesslarger narrow body freighters.
ing a notable boom.
“Cargo airlines can now put rightflexibility and
Many airlines had converted their
capacity E190F and E195F freighters on
capacity to ensure
passenger planes to cargo and made use
the right routes with the right frequency
of this opportunity during the otherwise
and right economics. Moreover, airlines
operators keep on
ceased operations. Brazilian manufaccan now access new smaller markets
delivering round
turer, Embraer also noted that air freight
while deploying their larger aircraft on
the clock”
is vital to the global economy - an econroutes where they are more economical,”
omy which is diversifying and changing
Embraer added.
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E-Jets FREIGHTER FACT FILE
Market Potential

Key Attributes

E-Jet Feedstock (+10 Y/O)

380 (E190) / 90 (E195)

Direct Replacement Opportunity
(within 20Y)

E-Commerce
Suitable to Support Exponential Global E-Commerce Growth

+250

Market Growth (within 20Y)

+450

Application
Most Effective for Stage Lengths Between 600NM - 1400NM
Cost Per Trip/Volume
25% Lower Cost Per Trip Compared to B737-300, 20-25% Lower
Cost Per Volume Compared to Turboprops
Right-Sizing Cargo Fleet
Enables Operators to Offer the Right Capacity, At the Right Cost, At
the Right Time.

Preliminary Details

Optimized Configuration

Market Entry (EIS)

2024

Volume (ft3)

3’632 (E190)/4’171 (E195)

Range (nm)

2’300 (E190)/2’100 (E195)

E190F

E195F

ULD 96 x 60.4 x 73 in
ULD 96 x 125 x 73 in
ULD LD3 (STD)

Source: Embraer Commercial Aviation

craft, the E190F and E195F can carry similar volume as
The manufacturer highlighted the following key advantages
their larger counterparts with much lower emissions – and
that the E-Jets bring along.
smaller operational costs.
• Flexibility: Positioned in the market to fill the gap between
For an increasing number of global operators, the time is
turboprops and larger narrowbody, our new freighters have
right to replace their fleet of ageing, less efficient freighters
the flexibility to adapt to changing market trends.
• Efficiency: The E190F and E195F are the ideal aircraft to with the latest aircraft, like the E190F and E195F, Embraer
take over larger aircraft operations that are sub-optimally nudged.
The global response to the COVID-19 pandemic is a prideployed both in terms of weight and volume. They also
mary example of the importance of air
enable expanded coverage of timecargo services across the globe. Major
definite services to more places than
cargo airlines have served as key elebefore and wherever people are.
ments of vaccine distribution chains
• Rightsized: E-Commerce demands
thus far. The low storage temperatures
fast deliveries and decentralised
Embraer boasts
required for vaccines drive fast and
operations – something that a rightits E-Jet freighter
efficient travel. Air Cargo’s speed and
sized fleet of crossover jets like the
cost-effectiveness is expected to conE190F and E195F can offer versus
conversion
tinue saving lives and connecting the
larger aircraft.
program as another
world, alongside boosting industries
• Compatibility: Full integration with
example of an
like pharma and e-commerce. In that
pallets used in bigger aircraft allows
Embraer putting up its new freights
for a smooth addition on current
innovative solution
E-Jets in the market is a timely and well
operational, but not necessarily optito an emerging
thought move that is likely to expanse
mised fleets.
the manufacturer’s presence in the
• Sustainable
Operations:
Being
market opportunity
global aviation landscape. SP
younger, more fuel-efficient air-
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Pratt & Whitney Canada (P&WC) has announced plans to advance its hybrid-electric propulsion technology play to enable
the next step-change in efficiency for aircraft engines

Advances
in Aero Engines
The world renowned Pratt & Whitney company has toiled for less than two decades and has
produced a brilliant technological feat named the Pratt & Whitney GTF engine series

Photograph: Pratt & Whitney

By Isha Jaiswal
Aircraft engine manufacturers all over the world
have become environmentally conscious and are striving to
increase passenger comfort while enhancing the fuel efficiency
of aero engines. They have started utilising blended materials including alloys and polymers to make lighter, cheaper but
more powerful aero engines. Aeronautical engineers are also
using ingenious technologies that have never been tried so far
such as the introduction of gearboxes within the engines, use
of 5G technologies linked to sensors and crunching the aircraft
generated big data with artificial intelligence on a real-time
basis so as to enhance fuel efficiency, reduce noise, increase
the Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) and bring in greater
passenger comfort. It is worth having a look at the latest developments taking place in the field of aeronautical engineering.
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GEARBOX MOUNTED ENGINES
The world renowned company Pratt & Whitney toiled for less
than two decades and has produced a brilliant technological
feat named the Pratt & Whitney GTF engine series wherein they
have introduced a gearbox that connects with the fan in the
front of the engine to the turbine at its rear. Due to the gearbox,
these rotors are able to spin at different speeds with the gearbox offering a 1:3 ratio.
What this means is that if the fan in the front turns one
revolution in a given time, then, with the gearbox having been
interfaced in between the turbine located at the other end will
revolve three times within the same span of time as was taken
by the fan in front. This implies that at whatever speed the front
fan spins, the rear turbine of the engine will spin at three times
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The CFM RISE (Revolutionary Innovation for Sustainable Engines) programme targets more than 20 per cent lower emissions and will
demonstrate a range of new, disruptive technologies like open fan architecture and hybrid electric capability for future engines

more speed during the same period of time. In other words, the
turbine will spin faster than the fan.
It is a known fact that at slower speeds, the fan in front sucks
in more air. The low speed of the fan also reduces vibrations in the
engine, air turbulence and noise that is generated when the fan
blades turn to suck in air. This translates into a simple fact that
lighter blade materials requiring lesser machining costs/efforts
can be installed in the fan. Consequently, the designers can use
cheaper materials to make the engine and even install a lesser
number of fan blades. This aspect reduces the manufacturing cost
of the engine. Since the fan rotates at low Revolutions Per Minute
(RPM), it requires less maintenance and has a lower MTBF. Consequently, it also reduces the lifetime maintenance cost of the engine.
Furthermore, the air flowing between the fan and the turbine moves through a uniquely shaped ventury which enhances
the throughput of air and maximises the bypass of the air flowing between the fan and the turbine. All these technological
feats of the GTF engine have resulted in the noise level reduction by about 25 per cent. Its carbon footprint has been reduced
by 75 per cent. Interestingly, this engine has already achieved
emission norms up to 50 per cent levels of what the Regulatory
Standards have stipulated and promulgated by the Committee
on Aviation Environment Protection (CAEP).
COUNTER-ROTATING FAN
Another interesting and innovative technology being developed
entails the mounting of twin fans in the front. One fan spins
clockwise and the other anti-clockwise. This enables the fans to
spin at lower speeds, but are able to suck in much more air than
a single fan assembly of a conventional engine that is operating
at a comparatively higher RPM. The large amount of air sucked
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in by the two counter-rotating fans enables the engine designers to reduce the number of engine blades needed to push the
air rearwards in each individual fan. This will reduce the cost of
manufacturing the engine.
As the air is now smoothly sucked in through these counterrotating fans into the engine, it will generate less air turbulence,
low noise and vibrations. This translates to lesser wear and tear
of the engine. It also permits the use of lighter or blended materials or alloys that ultimately reduce the research and development costs, the capital expenditure for the procurement of
the engine and the MRO costs of the power plant during its life
cycle. The low noise and vibrations certainly provide a calmer
and more enjoyable flight experience for passengers.
HYBRID POWERED ENGINES
As time progresses, all technologies are shifting from burning
fossil fuels for generating power to using electricity derived
from sustainable means. Aircraft too will follow suit. The Boeing 787 has successfully used hybrid power for its operations.
It is a known fact that a battery has a storage density rating of
400 to 450Wh/kg whereas Aviation Turbine Fuel (ATF) offers
a storage density of 12kWh/kg. So, it can be seen that the battery is any day more efficient in providing electricity to power
the aircraft, but, there is a problem. The weight of the battery
is much higher than the amount of ATF needed to generate the
same amount of energy as by a battery.
Therefore, the aeronautical engineers have identified that,
to offset the excess weight of the battery which is installed in
the aircraft to generate power, they have to reduce the airframe
weight by about 20 per cent. This redesigning of the airframe to
offset the opportunity cost of deploying energy-efficient batteries
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5G and Internet of Things (IoT) technologies along with artificial intelligence algorithms will be used to provide near real-time flying
instructions to the aircraft or to the pilot to optimise its actual performance

versus carrying ATF in the wings, is a research worthy subject
with guaranteed profitability in the future.
It can be articulated with certainty that with each passing
year, the dead-weight of the battery is being reduced as more
and more resources are being invested into the development
of lighter and more efficient batteries. This aspect is also being
tried out by Airbus and Rolls-Royce through their hybrid-electric
engines, where, after the aircraft has taken off, the main power
or electricity from batteries is utilised rather than getting the
complete power requirements from the ATF consuming engines.

Photograph: LUFTHANSA TECHNIK

HEAT RECOVERY
Of all the energy that is generated by an aircraft engine, a substantial amount of it is lost by way of heat in the exhaust. Aeronautical engineers have successfully tested the introduction of
double chambers within the engine in which hot gases emanating from the first chamber gush into the subsequent one and
generate more thrust once ATF is pumped in.
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
With the advent of sensors that are able to read the performance
parameters of the assemblies, sub-assemblies and components
of the engines on a real-time basis, power management has
undergone a paradigm shift. The flight performance readings
produced by the sensors will be quickly transmitted to the computing systems located either onboard or on the Earth using 5G
and Internet of Things (IoT) technologies.
These inputs will then be analysed using big data analytics tools along with artificial intelligence algorithms and
provide near real-time flying instructions to the aircraft or to
the pilot to optimise its actual performance. This will be done
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to minimise fuel burn, maximise thrust for the given itinerary based upon the environmental conditions and the need
for queueing up or loitering at the airport where the aircraft
will land. This also enhances the MTBF, reduces the quantum
of MRO costs of the aircraft. It also cumulatively reduces the
life cycle operating costs of the engine and makes the airline
more profitable.
SUNDRY AVIATION TECHNOLOGIES
Most of the aircraft designers are now utilising 3-D printing technologies to produce components and sub-assemblies
needed to design and build engines or their prototypes. This is
done to reduce the cost of engine prototype during the research
and designing stage and for making spares to be used during
MRO as this reduces the inventory carrying costs.
Biofuel additives to reduce ATF costs and environmental
emissions are also being experimented in a big way. The aim is
to enhance the specific impulse produced per gram of conventional and ATF blended with biofuel. It thus, reduces the flying
costs and the pollution footprint of the aircraft.
The other aspects include the use of magnetic bearings
where the surface-to-surface contact between moving surfaces
is minimised. As a result, wear and tear of moving parts will
be reduced considerably. Another option of generating electricity involves the use of Argon gas to generate plasma which
ultimately generates a stream of electrons. These electrons
will be needed to augment the energy being produced by aero
engines. This aspect however, is still in a nascent stage and
will take some time to mature. Thus it can be seen that considerable work is being carried out globally across multiple
aspects to improve the performance of aero engines. SP
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The global trend in business jet activity since the start of the year 2022, indicated a 13 per cent increase over 2019

BizAv’s Flourishing
Rebound
Bids Adieu to 2021
Photograph: Emirates Executive

With 3.3 million flights from January through December, business jet traffic was 7 per cent
higher than in 2019
By Ayushee Chaudhary
In the midst of new variants continuously entering
the scene; festive celebrations; international events, ease of
travel restrictions and holidays’ revival; the global travel scenario is a fluctuating graph right now. Even though speculations
about the pandemic and uncertainty greeted us at the end 2021,
business aviation industry seems to have had the sun shining
brighter on its side.
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Global data management and analysis company, WingX
Advance noted that business aviation flourished in 2021, with a
very strong rebound. Business jets flew more sectors worldwide
in 2021 than in any previous year on record. With 3.3 million
flights from January through December, business jet traffic was
seven per cent higher than in 2019, the previous high point for
global business jet demand, WingX noted.
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Mid-December, business aviation demand was going
through a lot of variety geographically, mainly because of the
contrast in the renewed restrictions around the Omicron variant. However, towards the end of the month, business jets and
turboprops globally had flown 3,10,914 sectors in December
2021, up 30 per cent on December 2020 and noting seven
per cent more activity than in December 2019. The month of
December also witnessed 23 per cent more sectors taking flight
than December two years ago. This led to comparable growth
being at its highest in the last month of the year. Cargo operations showed similar resilience to business jets during 2021,
with dedicated cargo sectors up 8 per cent compared to 2019.
WingX reported business jet activity outside North American and European regions constituting a small minority of the
global total, with around 200,000 sectors representing around
six per cent of worldwide activity in 2021. There was substantial growth compared to pre-pandemic trends, with 28 per cent
more business jet flights operated than in 2019. The trends were
diverse regionally, with Asia getting modest growth in business jet traffic, buoyed up in India and Australia, but stunted in
China, especially in the latter half of the year. The Middle East
saw some of the strongest growth in business jet demand in
2021, notably in the United Arab Emirates, sectors up by 73 per
cent compared to 2019, contrasting with very modest growth in
Saudi Arabia. Elsewhere, Brazil, Nigeria and Egypt saw much
more activity in 2021 than in 2019.
Reasons for the rise
• A major share was due to the increasing demand from the
second quarter onwards, characterised by leisure demand,
unleashed as travel restrictions loosened.
• In addition to that the extended downtrend in scheduled airline capacity. (Scheduled airline passenger traffic was down
by 28 per cent versus December 2019, in line with the full
year trend).
• These accompanied by the relentless hygiene concerns
around new variants of the novel coronavirus have been
identified as reasons that have migrated business aviation
services to many new customers.
• The Holiday season almost acted as the cherry on the cake.
Over the holiday period (December 20 – January 2), business jets flew 1,27,000 sectors, 41 per cent more than in the
same period two years ago.
• Some international events that took place physically especially the Dubai Expo; Dubai Air Show, etc also helped with
the demand.
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with reference to December 2019. Five of the top 15 countries
in North America are still trailing December 2019, the biggest
being Canada.
The rebound in business jet demand
in the US came from Fractional and
Branded Charter operations, respectively
The rebound
up by 20 per cent and 18 per cent comin business jet
pared to full year 2019. Private and Corporate Flight Departments noted a more
demand in the
modest recovery in activity but nonetheUS came from
less surpassed comparative 2019 activity
by the end of 2021. The high points in
Fractional and
business jet demand in the US showed up
Branded Charter
in holiday periods and were geographioperations
cally concentrated around leisure destinations. Demand was exceptionally high

Christmas and New year holidays revive BizAv in most
regions
In North America, including Mexico and
Canada, business jets flew six per cent
more sectors compared to 2019. The
demand was fuelled by the United States
(US) market where business jet activity
was 10 per cent higher than 2019, contrast neighbouring Canada, which saw 24
per cent fewer sectors than two years ago.
The North American region witnessed 1,65,000 business jet departures by the 23rd of December. The US
is the busiest business jet market in the
region, with sectors flown up by 11 per
cent, flight hours up 15 per cent, both
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The regions outside of North America and Europe have seen the strongest of all rebounds in Bizjet flights in 2022, with a 52 per cent
increase in this March compared to three years ago

during the Christmas and New Year period; between December 2020, up 15 per cent versus December 2019. Canada, trailing
20 and January 2, business jets in the US flew 46 per cent more two years ago December by nine per cent, and China, down
sectors than in 2019. Relatively, scheduled airline traffic was still by 32 per cent, were the only top 10 countries with a deficit
compared to pre-pandemic. Growth vs December 2019 has
16 per cent adrift of the same holiday period in 2019.
Despite the hesitate recovery of European economies from exceeded 40 per cent from India, Saudi Arabia, and flights are
lockdown, business jet activity in the region clearly surpassed up more than 50 per cent this month in Brazil and UAE. UAE
2019 levels, with five per cent more sectors flown by year-end. business jet connections with France, Russia and Saudi Arabia
As in the US, business jet demand peaked during the Christ- are more than double where they were in December 2019.
mas and New Year holiday period in Europe too, with 30 per
cent more sectors flown than during the same period two years Jet Segments
ago. Demand was variable geographically, with the three larg- Most of the increase in activity came from Private Flight
est markets, France, Germany and the UK, ending the year still Departments and Aircraft Management Companies. WingX
some way short of 2019 in terms of sectors flown. In contrast, also reported that within the US market, the busiest jet segItaly and Spain saw the strongest rebound in the EU in 2021, ment in 2021 was light jets; with 6,62,000 sectors flown,
reflecting robust leisure demand. Russia
almost one million flying hours operand Turkey, with large domestic marated, and traffic gone up by 15 per cent
kets and looser travel restrictions, both
compared to 2019. The super midsize
saw consistently very strong increases in
segment saw the largest growth in secbusiness jet sectors, up by a quarter comtors compared to 2019, up 18 per cent.
Despite
being
the
pared to two years ago. Spain continued
The Challenger 300 was the busiest
country where
to see a very strong demand for business
business jet type, with 1,79,000 sectors
jet traffic, flights up by 35 per cent vs
operated, up 12 per cent on the active
Omicron was first
2019. Portugal and Greece also continfleet in 2019. Ultra-Long Range jet
identified, South
ued with a very strong growth spree in
activity was well behind pre-pandemic
Africa witnessed
the last month of 2021. Despite being the
levels during 2020 and the first half of
country where Omicron was first identi2021, but by the end of the year, sectors
a doubling in
fied, South Africa witnessed a doubling
flown had nosed ahead of 2019, even
business jet traffic
in business jet traffic during December
if hours operated were still seven per
2021 compared to December 2019.
cent down on two years ago. Across the
during December
Outside Europe and the US, DecemEuropean region, the standout growth
2021 compared to
ber 2021 proved to be a strong month
came in the lightest cabins with the
December 2019
for business jet activity, with sectors up
very light jet sectors going up 22 per
by 33 per cent compared to December
cent in 2021 vs 2019. SP
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With the extended runway becoming operational, VIjayawada International Airport is the largest airport in the State with a runway
capable of handling Code-E type aircraft

The Way Ahead
To cater to the rising air traffic in India, the Government and Airports Authority of India has
been working towards increasing the number of airports

Photographs: AAI_Official / Twitter

By Air Vice Marshal Sanjay Bhatnagar (Retd)
The resumption of regular international flights from
March 27 is being greeted with cheer by all the stakeholders.
Aviation industry is one of the major contributors to the nation’s
economy. As per an International Civil Aviation Organisation
(ICAO) study, the output multiplier and employment multiplier
are 3.25 and 6.10 respectively.
Prior to the pandemic, the International Air Transport Association (IATA) forecast that India is expected to become the
world’s third largest aviation market by 2024. However, COVID19 has been a big dampener on the Indian and global avia-
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tion industry. Domestic and international passenger traffic has
reduced considerably over the last two years.
To cater to the rising air traffic, the Government has been
working towards increasing the number of airports. Indian
Brand Equity Foundation (IBEF) in its December 2021 report
has estimated increase in the number of airports to 190-200 by
2040. IBEF estimates that the requirement of passenger aircraft
is likely to increase from present 680 to 1,100 by 2027 and further to 2,380 by 2038.
The ongoing Russian-Ukraine crisis that has dampened the
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industry sentiment across the world, is likely to be transient.
The true impact would be clear only once things settle down.
The Indian civil aviation industry holds big promise.
NATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION POLICY
In order to provide the necessary impetus to the sector, the government needs to focus on an ecosystem for the harmonised
growth of various aviation sub-sectors. The policy document
guiding the civil aviation industry is a comprehensive National
Civil Aviation Policy (NCAP 16) promulgated in 2016, encompassing 28 aspects related to the industry.
NCAP 16 acknowledges that airports are the pivot of economic activity and the quality of airport infrastructure is a vital
component of the overall transportation network and contributes directly to country’s revenue flow, international prestige,
competitiveness and foreign investment in the long run. With
the aim of creating, upgrading, maintaining and managing
civil aviation infrastructure in India, a statutory body, Airports
Authority of India (AAI) was constituted by an Act of Parliament
on April 1, 1995 under the Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA). AAI
manages 137 airports, including 24 international, 103 domestic
and 10 Customs Airports.
NATIONAL MONETISATION PIPELINE
(NMP)
AAI has been incessantly on the job,
but progress is slow because of large
capital expenditure and long gestation
period in airport infrastructure projects.
So, the government decided to include
airport infrastructure to be part of
NMP, launched in August 2021. NMP is
designed to unlock the value of investments in Brownfield public sector assets.
It envisages an aggregate monetisation
potential of ` six lakh crore through the
leasing of assets of the Central government in sectors such as roads, railways,
power, oil and gas pipelines, telecom and
civil aviation over a four year period up
to 2025.
AAI plans to invest `25,000 crore in
next five years to enhance airport infrastructure. Minister of
State in the MoCA V.K. Singh in a written reply to a question in
Lok Sabha on December 9, 2021 stated that under the NMP, 25
airports have been earmarked for asset monetisation.
Currently, there are 13 airports operated by private companies under the Public Private Partnership mode. Of these, eight
belong to AAI -- Delhi, Mumbai, Lucknow, Ahmedabad, Mangaluru, Jaipur, Guwahati and Thiruvananthapuram and five other
airports at Hyderabad, Bengaluru, Cochin, Kannur and Durgapur belong to the respective state governments.
On January 19, 2021, AAI has signed a concession agreement with Adani Group for Jaipur, Guwahati and Thiruvananthapuram airports.

Pradesh and Uttarakhand under the regional air connectivity
scheme UDAN.
NORTH EAST
A special emphasis has been laid to develop airport infrastructure in the North East. A modern new terminal has recently
been inaugurated at Tripura airport. A new airport is under
construction at Hollongi (Itanagar), 15 km from state capital.
This will be the first in the hilly state with 2,300 meters long
runway, capable of operations of Airbus A320, with a future
scope of extension of runway by another 500m for Airbus A321.
It is getting ready ahead of schedule and planned to be inaugurated by August 15, this year. Besides this, on May 8, 2021, AAI
commenced commercial operations at Rupsi airport, the 15th
airport in North East and 7th in Assam. Three more airports in
Arunachal Pradesh, at Dirang in West Kameng, Anini in Dibang
Valley and in Upper Subansiri district are likely to come up.
WATER AERODROMES
After the successful launch of seaplane service by Prime Minister Modi, between the Statue of Unity near Kevadiya and Sabarmati Riverfront in Ahmedabad in October 2020, the government is planning to
start 12 more water aerodromes, including two in Assam, four in Andaman and
Nicobar Islands and one at Ujjani Dam in
Maharashtra.

In order to provide
the necessary
impetus to
the sector, the
government needs
to focus on an
ecosystem for the
harmonised growth
of various aviation
sub-sectors

GREENFIELD AIRPORTS
V.K. Singh further stated that ‘in-principle’ approval has been
accorded for setting up 21 Greenfield airports at an approximate cost of `36,000 crore in various states. Of these, airports at Sindhudurg, Khushinagar, Oravackal, Durgapur and
Kannur have already become operational in last one year.
Also, six heliports are planned to be developed in Himachal
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GROWING CARGO TRAFFIC
While cargo carried by air in India
weighs less than one per cent of the
total cargo exported, it accounts for 35
per cent of the total value of exports.
McKinsey report has brought out that
last year, due to rise in e-commerce and
the transportation of medical goods, the
civil aviation industry has witnessed an
increased air shipment of cargo, leading
to tripling of revenue to 36 per cent of
sector’s total revenue. The major airlines
cargo revenue accounted for 49 per cent
of total revenue. Keeping in mind the
importance of air cargo and its impact on the overall economy,
AAI on August 11, 2016, demerged and corporatised its cargo
department into functionally and administratively independent
organisation termed as AAI Cargo Logistics and Allied Services
Company Limited (AAICLAS). It is functioning as multi modal
interface linking air, surface & water transport. Till 2014, there
were 11 Domestic Air Cargo Terminals and 19 International
Air Cargo Terminals in India. Now, additional 27 domestic air
cargo terminals have been created covering various regions.
On March 2021, country’s first dedicated express cargo terminal was inaugurated at Bengaluru, increasing its cargo handling capacity from 5,70,000 MT per year to 7,20,000 MT.
AIRPORTS INFRASTRUCTURE– SCOPE FOR FUTURE
The Indian aviation industry contributes five per cent of GDP,
equivalent to $72 billion. It offers four million jobs and another
seven million through aviation, tourism and related activities.
So more efforts are needed to create infrastructure for further
growth. Over the next five years, the government has plans of
spending `91,000 crore on Greenfield airports; Brownfield airports under the NMP and the PPP model.
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The runway has been extended and construction of the ATC Tower-cum-Technical Block-cum-Fire Station has been completed at diu
airport to ease flight operations

for the Mopa Airport (Goa), resulting in construction getting suspended for nearly a year. Hopefully the Gati Shakti programme
will address such issues as well.
Metro airports (Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Kolkata and Chennai) handle 61 per cent of the domestic traffic
and about 73 per cent of international traffic. In future, these
cities are expected to need at least two to three airports. Developing new Greenfield airports at Navi Mumbai and Jewar is a
step in the right direction. Bengaluru has also gone for an additional runway. There is however a case for early finalisation of
the plan and quick execution of the project.
Good news is that the PPP model seems to have found traction with stakeholders. The recent tendering of the management contract for six AAI airports, as also for Jewar airport,
PROJECT EXECUTION
Rapid execution with technical superiority of the projects is the confirms aggressive competition and demonstrates both, the
need of the hour. Monitoring the execution of airport projects interest from bidders and opportunity for private investors.
The terminal plan should be in consonance with the United
involving multiple agencies, poses a significant challenge. Sometimes, focus on tracking the quality of work gets diluted. Defin- Nations Sustainable Development Goal 9 (SDG 9) that envisions
ing the right metrics to review and monitor progress and deploy- promoting sustainable industrialisation and building resilient
infrastructure. Needless to say that it is
ing the latest technology are considered
important to develop innovative solutions
essential to monitoring execution. Finance
at the planning stage itself. There is also
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman mentioned
a requirement to consider an energy effiin her budget speech on February 1, 2022
As airports are
cient infrastructure provisioned with rain
that airports would be monitored under
connectivity nodes
water harvesting system, noise absorbing
the PM Gati Shakti programme. With this,
green belt, besides facilities like aircraft
the infrastructure planning, implementafor respective
rescue and firefighting and a sustainable
tion and monitoring will get a new direccities, planners
landscape. Measures and procedures
tion. This will also bring down the time
found effective during the pandemic also
and cost overrun of the projects.
have to factor in the
needs to be included in the project.
Requirement for statutory approvals
urbanisation trends
While the Indian airport infrastructure
from multiple agencies is also a major
as well the overall
creation and expansion programme is in
bottleneck for any airport infrastructure
the correct direction, execution of projects
project. For instance, the Supreme Court
master plan
needs to be diligently monitored. SP
suspended the environmental clearance
AIRPORT INFRASTRUCTURE- NEEDS CAREFUL PLANNING
The government instituted several measures to revive civil aviation in India. AAI has taken up a well-drafted airport infrastructure development programme for capacity expansion of
airports. As airports are connectivity nodes for respective cities,
planners have to factor in the urbanisation trends as well the
overall master plan. Key to airport efficiency is the master plan
of an airport. It ensures that all airside, landside and airport
support facilities can improve and/or expand their operations
in a consolidated manner that benefits all the stakeholders.
There is a requirement for continued coordination amongst
multiple ministries and agencies.
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ANTONOV-225 MRIYA –
OBITUARY OF A DREAM
Aviation enthusiasts and plane spotters, whose wish list invariably
included the world’s largest and heaviest plane, will be sad that they
will probably never see Mriya again

Remarkable products often materialise from intense
business competition or fierce military rivalry. The Antonov
An-225 Mriya (“dream”) was one such aircraft that emerged
from the Cold War between the United States and the Soviet
Union in the 20th century. It was initially developed as an
enlarged version of the Antonov An-124 to transport Buranclass spaceplane orbiters. Buran, the Soviet equivalent of the
United States’ Space Shuttle, was intended to be flown from
Moscow to the Baikonur Cosmodrome, Kazakhstan, riding
piggyback on the An-225. The An-225 strategic airlifter was
the heaviest aircraft ever built. It was bigger and heavier than
the Airbus A380 airliner and the Boeing 747 freighter. It also
had the largest wingspan of any aircraft in service.
The An-225 began life as a military airlifter, but following the dissolution of the Soviet Union, it was mothballed in
1994. Thereafter, it was refurbished and reintroduced in a
civilian role with Antonov Airlines. Its first commercial flight
took place in January 2002. The plane held the absolute world
record for an airlifted single-item payload of 1,89,980 kg – an
electrical generator ferried from Frankfurt, Germany to Yerevan, Armenia. It also held the world record for airlifting payload of 2,53,820 kg – five Ukrainian army T-80 tanks. It was
much sought after by international relief organisations, even
during the COVID-19 pandemic, for its ability to quickly transport massive quantities of disaster relief material.
The designer of the An-225 was Viktor Tolmachev who
designed the An-124 that first flew in December 1982, Tolmachev knew that the quickest way to build the massive new
plane would be to make a stretched version of the An-124.
He added fuselage barrel extensions fore and aft of the wings
to increase the length and removed the rear cargo doors to
reduce weight. The anhedral wings were given root extensions to increase their span. The tail was redesigned with
twin vertical fins. The An-124 had four Ivchenko Progress
Lotarev D-18T turbofan engines, each of which could produce
a maximum thrust of 229.5 kN. Two more turbofans were
added to the new wing roots of the An-225, making a total of
six engines.
The landing gear system was redesigned for increased
capacity with 32 wheels, including 16 steerable ones. This
enabled the aircraft to do a U-turn even within a 60-metrewide runway. Cargo was conveniently loaded by retracting the
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nose gear and allowing the front of the aircraft to lower to
the ground, a procedure known as the “elephant kneel.” The
An-225’s pressurised cargo hold was 43.35m long. In comparison, the first powered aircraft flight by the Wright Brothers in
1903 covered just 37m. While the An-225’s cruise speed was
800 kmph, it could fly at a maximum speed of 850 kmph. Its
range varied from 4,000 km to 15,400 km.
The An-225 first flew on December 21, 1988. It soon went
on a record-setting spree including 106 world records in a
single flight. Although the initial order was for two aircraft,
only one was completed. In September 2006, anticipating a
spate of heavy-lift missions, it was decided to finish the second An-225 within two years. However, this never happened.
Initially, the An-225 had a gross weight of 600 tonnes, but a
major modification in 2000, including the addition of a reinforced floor, increased the maximum gross weight to 640
tonnes. The updated An-225, referred to as the An-225-100,
entered service in January 2002.
Was the An-225 the biggest plane ever built? Not really. The
American Hughes H-4 Hercules “Spruce Goose” had a larger
wingspan of 97.5m, although it was shorter at 67m. However,
the H-4 flew only once in 1947 – a distance of about 1.6 km
and never flew again. More recently, the much larger Model
351 Stratolaunch with a wingspan of 117m and length of 73m
first flew in April 2019 and has completed three test flights
so far. It has yet to be used in operational flights for its stated
purpose of carrying air-launch-to-orbit rockets and satellites.
As befits its magnificence, the An-225 was the world’s most
expensive transport aircraft to charter. However, global power
companies that had taken on large infrastructure projects,
often found that chartering the aircraft and achieving quick
transportation was more economical than waiting weeks for
delivery by sea. On February 27, 2022, the lone An-225 was
badly damaged while on the ground during military conflict
between Russia and Ukraine. Weapons manufacturer Ukroboronprom estimates that restoring it could cost $3 billion and
take over five years. It is perhaps mere wishful thinking. Aviation enthusiasts and plane spotters, whose wish list invariably
included the world’s largest and heaviest plane, will be sad
that they will probably never see Mriya again. SP
— Joseph Noronha
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MILITARY
ASIA-PACIFIC
MOD IDENTIFIES 18 MAJOR PLATFORMS FOR
INDUSTRY-LED DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

In a significant boost to ‘Aatmanirbhar
Bharat Abhiyan’ and in sync with the
announcement in the Union Budget
2022-23 that allocated 25 per cent of
Defence R&D Budget for industry led
R&D, the Ministry of Defence (MoD) has
announced on March 11, 2022 that 18
major platforms have been identified
for industry-led Design & Development
under various models. The list related to
aviation is as follows:
Make-I
• Hypersonic Glide Vehicle.
• Directed Energy Weapons (300 KW
and more) High Powered Electromagnetic Devices and High Powered Laser
Devices.
• Naval Ship-Borne Unmanned Aerial
System (NSUAS).
• Standoff Airborne Jammer.
Following two platforms related to
aviation have been already been accorded Approval-in-Principle under this
model on March 3, 2022:
• EO Pod (with subsequent upgrade to
EO/IR) with high resolution sensing.
• Standoff Airborne Jammer.
For Projects under Make-I subcategory, the MoD will provide financial
support up to 70 per cent of total cost of
prototype development.

INDIA AND US HOLD 19TH MILITARY
COOPERATION MEETING

under the ambit of existing cooperation mechanism. The India-US MCG is a
forum established to progress defence
cooperation between the countries
through regular talks at the strategic and
operational levels between Headquarters, Integrated Defence Staff and the US
Indo-Pacific Command.

GOVERNMENT INVITES APPLICATIONS FROM
DRONE INDUSTRY FOR PRODUCTION LINKED
INCENTIVE

It was reported on March 11, 2022 that
the Government has invited applications from drone industry for Production
Linked Incentive (PLI). The PLI scheme
was notified on September 30, 2021
with a total incentive of `120 crore
spread over three financial years, which
is nearly double the combined turnover
of all domestic drone manufacturers in
FY 2020-21.The PLI rate is 20 per cent
of the value addition, one of the highest among PLI schemes. PLI rate has
been kept constant at 20 per cent for all
three years, an exceptional treatment
for drones. As per the scheme, minimum value addition norm is at 40 per
cent of net sales for drones and drone
components instead of 50 per cent, an
exceptional treatment for drones. Eligibility norm for MSME and start-ups is
at nominal levels. Last date for submission of applications is March 31, 2022.
The Government has taken a series of
measures to promote the industry like
Liberalised Drone Rules, Publishing a
Drone Airspace Map which opens up
nearly 90 per cent of Indian airspace as
a green zone for drone flying up to 400
feet and many more.

SCHEDULED COMMERCIAL INTERNATIONAL
PASSENGER SERVICES TO/FROM INDIA TO
RESUME FROM MARCH 27, 2022

The 19th edition of India-US Military
Cooperation Group (MCG) meeting was
held in Agra, on March 1-2, 2022. The
meeting was co-chaired by Chief of
Integrated Defence Staff to the Chairman Chiefs of Staff Committee (CISC) Air
Marshal B.R. Krishna from the Indian
side and Deputy Commander, US IndoPacific Command Lt General Stephen D.
Sklenka from the US side. The discussions focussed on strengthening the ongoing defence engagements between the
two sides and mulled on new initiatives
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In order to prevent spread of COVID-19,
the Directorate General of Civil Aviation
had suspended operations of scheduled
international commercial passenger
services to/from India with effect from
March 23, 2020. The suspension of
scheduled commercial international
passenger services to/from India, thus,
stands extended only up to 2359 hrs
IST on March 26, 2022 and air bubble
arrangements shall accordingly be
extended to this extent only as per the
press release on March 8, 2022. The international operations shall be subject to
strict adherence to the Ministry of Health
& Family Welfare guidelines for international travel dated February 10, 2022
and as amended from time to time. l

QuickRoundUp
AAI

Upgradation and modernisation of airports is a continuous
process and is undertaken by Airports Authority of India
(AAI) and other Airport Developers. Accordingly AAI has
announced on February 10, 2022 that jointly with other
Airport Developers, they have targeted capital outlay of
approximately `91,000 crore in the next five years for
expansion and modification of existing terminals, building
new terminals and strengthening of runways, among other
activities.

BOEING

Boeing and its longstanding customer Ethiopian Airlines,
announced the signing of a MoU on March 4, 2022 with
the intent to purchase five 777-8 Freighters, the industry’s
newest, most capable and most fuel-efficient twin-engine
freighter. This will enable Ethiopian Airlines to meet expanding
global cargo demand from its hub in Addis Ababa and position the carrier for long-term sustainable growth.
DHL Express and Boeing on March 8, 2022, announced
that the world-leading express service provider has placed an
order for six additional Boeing 777 Freighters. The purchase
takes DHL Express’ order book total to 28 Boeing 777
Freighters since it placed its first direct order in 2018 for
today’s largest and most capable twin-engine freighter. The
Boeing 777 Freighter improves fuel efficiency and reduces
CO2 emissions by 17 per cent compared to legacy airplanes.
Customers from around the world have ordered more than
300 Boeing 777 Freighters since the programme began in
2005 and it is Boeing’s best-selling freighter of all time.

DRDO

The Indian DRDO developed Monolithic Microwave Integrated
Circuits (MMICs) have been used in radar imaging satellite
modules of EOS 04, which was launched by ISRO on February
14, 2022. Many of the MMIC were designed, developed and
produced by DRDOs Solid State Physics Laboratory and Gallium Arsenide Enabling Technology Centre foundry.

KRISHI UDAN

Krishi Udan Scheme is a convergence scheme which would
leverage their existing schemes to strengthen the logistics
for transportation of Agri-produce. There is no specific
budget for Krishi Udan under the Scheme and 29 States
are covered under the Krishi Udan 2.0 Scheme. All the
airports in NER States including Assam are covered under
the Scheme.

LOCKHEED MARTIN

Space and Earth weather forecasting across the Western
Hemisphere just got a little boost due the launching of
Lockheed Martin’s Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellite (GOES-T) on March 1, 2022, built for the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The GOES-T
will provide meteorologists in the US and Western Hemisphere with high-resolution images of wildfires, lightning,
hurricanes and other weather hazards.
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Despite the host of advantages that business and
general aviation (BA/GA) has to offer, this segment of
the industry has not received the required attention of
the departments under the Government
Data available in the public domain indicates that over
the last three years, the civil aviation industry in India has registered a rapid growth that has propelled the nation to the status of being the third largest domestic aviation market in the
world behind the United States and China. There is adequate
evidence to show that the civil aviation segment has emerged as
one of the fastest growing industries in the country and has the
capability to grow even further. The Indian civil aviation industry has the potential to beat even the United Kingdom in the
race for the air passenger market by the year 2024 and emerge
as a major player in the world in this segment of the industry.
The Indian civil aviation industry came into being in 1932
with the launch of the country’s first airline that was in the private sector. The credit for this achievement is attributed to business tycoon JRD Tata who established Tata Air Services that was
as an airmail carrier within India. The airline undertook its inaugural flight in October 1932, flying from Karachi to Mumbai. By
1938, the airline was renamed as Tata Airlines and by then, was
operating domestic flights to a number of destinations. In 1947,
Tata Airways was renamed as Air India with the Government of
India holding 49 per cent stake in the airline. Air India carried
out its maiden international flight in 1948, flying from Mumbai
to London on a Lockheed Constellation. By the 1950s, the Indian
airline industry had a number of smaller airlines established in
the private sector and operating in different parts of the country.
Air India however, remained the national carrier that continued to operate on multiple domestic and international routes.
In 1953, the Government of India nationalised the Indian airline
industry and took over control of all major airlines. This resulted
in the eight major airlines being merged into two airlines under
the Government namely Air India and Indian Airlines. However,
several decades after the Government took over control of the
airlines, things have finally reverted to the situation that was
prevailing prior to 1953. Today, there are a number of private
carriers dominating the Indian airline industry and the national
carrier is back with the Tatas as the largest airline in the private
sector in the Indian airline industry.
The history of business and general aviation is perhaps
as old as the origin of aviation itself. In India, the growth in
this segment of the civil aviation industry has been driven to a
large extent by the strong economic growth the country has witnessed in recent times. This segment of the civil aviation indus-
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By air marshal b.K. PANDEY (Retd)

try, unlike the airline industry, was not adversely affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Air travel that earlier on was considered
as a luxury and was available to only he privileged few, is not
subject to these restriction any more. There has been considerable change in perceptions and this segment of the Indian civil
aviation industry is seen as offering a number of benefits to
air travellers. Business and general aviation offers higher levels
of convenience, comfort and reliability as compared to other
modes of transportation thus rendering higher levels of cost of
travel as less relevant. Despite the host of advantages that business and general aviation has to offer, this segment of the industry has not received the attention of the departments under the
Government that it should have.
Firstly, the infrastructure related to operation of aircraft
developed in the country so far has not catered adequately for
the requirements of the business and general aircraft operating
out of civil airports. On account of the several different types
of business and general aircraft operating in the country, the
requirement of Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) facilities also has not been met with. This compels operators of business and general aviation aircraft to depend on MRO facilities
in neighbouring countries that in all likelihood, would be available at higher cost. Like several other sectors of business in the
country, the business and general aviation sector suffers from
issues related to the taxation policy of the Government. There
is undoubtedly the requirement to rationalise and simplify the
tax regime to make it less cumbersome for the owners of aircraft. This step by the Government would assist in promoting
the growth of the industry, encourage leasing activity and allow
seamless transfer of assets within the country. One major financial burden that operators of business and general aviation aircraft have to carry is the high level of ground handling fees
levied by the airport. For Indira Gandhi International Airport at
New Delhi, these charges have recently been hiked by as much
as 60 per cent imposing a severe financial burden to the operator of business and general aviation aircraft.
Given the strategic importance of the business and general
aviation sector for the economic and other vital interests of the
nation, there is undoubtedly the need for the Government to
review and restructure policies related to the business and general aviation segment of the Indian civil aviation industry to
boost its growth. SP
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